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TBRI® is an attachment-based, evidence-based, and trauma-informed intervention that is designed to
meet the complex needs of vulnerable children’s uses Empowering Principles to address physical needs,
Connecting Principles for attachment and Correcting Principles to disarm fear-based behaviors.

Neurotransmitters and Behavior
By Dr. Karyn Purvis
Neurotransmitters are the chemical messengers that help
our bodies think, feel and move. However, the levels of key
neurotransmitters in many children from hard places are
often too high, too low and/or out of balance. In this brief
video, Dr. Karyn Purvis explains the importance of
neurotransmitters, both in terms of helping parents gain
new insight and compassion for their children and for
understanding how families might begin to address this
important issue.
Note: In this TBRI video clip Dr. Purvis uses biblical references and stories to illustrate a principle of Trust
Based Relational Intervention . TBRI is NOT a faith based approach but one that is solidly grounded in
neuroscience and brain based research.
Neurotransmitters and Behavior

The best way to regulate brain chemistry is to build a safe,
nurturing relationship with your child where he knows he is
precious and adored. Dr. Purvis's research has demonstrated
that using the principles of TBRI will help regulate brain
chemistry!

Understanding Mirror Neurons
Did you ever notice that if you smile at a baby, she smiles
back? If someone in the room yawns, pretty soon you echo
his sleepiness and you yawn, too? Did you know you can also
download another person's anger and rage? That is due to a
phenomenon called "mirror neurons." Check out the video
below to learn more about how mirror neurons impact
relationships.

Below is a resource to help you understand varying functions of different neurotransmitters. Parents can
promote the feeling of felt safety by using the Empowering and Connecting principles, and actually change a
child's brain chemistry!

On the chart above, notice there are behavioral outcomes for both when the neurotransmitter levels are too
high or too low. Levels have to be within the optimal range for the desired outcome. Levels have to be
measured through a saliva or urine test by a professional . DO NOT attempt to regulate a youth's neurochemistry with supplements without professional assistance.

TBRI Tips are provided as part of ACRF Adoption Support Services and
made possible through a grant from the State of Alaska, Office of Children's Services.

